Background

!
The colonoscopy procedure is challenging to learn. It requires a high level of hand-eye coordination, dexterity, and a broad variety of maneuvers. The variability in shape and length of the colon as well as the tendency for loop-formation require considerable experience [1] . Screening and surveillance programs have highlighted the importance of skilled endoscopists, as colonoscopy is a procedure with rare but serious complications for the patient, correlated to inexperience of the endoscopists [2] . Timely certification in competency-based training programs requires a reliable and valid assessment method. Several studies have tried to determine the number of procedures needed to reach competency in colonoscopy. Some authors have suggested 140 or 275 procedures; others more than 500 procedures [3 -5] . The span in numbers indicates that endoscopists acquire technical skills at different rates and the number of procedures alone cannot be used as the sole parameter in order to ensure competency. Intubation of the cecum is mandatory in order to examine the entire colon. Because of this, cecal intubation rate is often reported as a measure of competency [6] . Another parameter often used to measure competency in colonoscopy is adenoma detection rate (ADR). Whether these single parameters used alone or in combination can be used to measure competency is questionable. A study on reliability using ADR revealed that a very large sample size (e. g. 500 procedures) was needed in order to ensure reliable assessment [7] . Existing tools assessing process-orientated technical skills are rater dependent [5, 8, 9 ]. This in turn makes them costly, time demanding, and prone to bias as they are based upon expert observations. It has been suggested that virtual reality simulators could be used for certification [10] . However, Background and aims: Colonoscopy is a difficult procedure to master. Increasing demands for colonoscopy, due to screening and surveillance programs, have highlighted the need for competent performers. Valid methods for assessing technical skills are pivotal for training and assessment. This study is the first clinical descriptive report of a novel colonoscopy assessment tool based on Magnetic Endoscopic Imaging (MEI) data and the aim was to gather validity evidence based on the data collected using the "Colonoscopy Progression Score" (CoPS). Methods: We recorded 137 colonoscopy procedures performed by 31 endoscopists at three university hospitals. The participants performed more than two procedures each (range 2 -12) and had an experience of 0 -10 000 colonoscopies. The CoPS was calculated for each recording and validity was explored using a widely accepted contemporary framework. The following sources of validity evidence were explored: response process (data collection), internal structure (reliability), relationship to other variables (i. e. operator experience), and consequences of testing (pass/ fail). Results: Identical set-ups at all three locations ensured uniform data collection. The Generalizability coefficient (G-coefficient) was 0.80, and a Decision-study (D-study) revealed that four recordings were sufficient to ensure a G-coefficient above 0.80. We showed a positive correlation between CoPS and experience with Pearson's r of 0.61 (P < 0.001). A pass/fail standard of 107 points was established using the contrasting group method to explore the consequences of testing. Conclusion: This study provides evidence supporting the validity of the CoPS for use in assessing technical colonoscopy performance in the clinical setting. Study registration: NCT01997177. the simulator models have limited discriminatory ability as measured by composite score to determine competency [11] . Generally, the most technically demanding part of the diagnostic colonoscopy procedure is the advancement of the colonoscope to the cecum. The inexperienced endoscopist tends to go slowly [12] , having trouble passing bends and resolving loops [13] . Perforations are rare but are associated with high morbidity and mortality for the patient [14] . Most perforations occur as a result of excessive force applied to the endoscope tip or from stretching of the bowel due to loop formation [15] . In a teaching perspective, it seems obvious to focus on the smooth, safe, and gradual progression of the colonoscope in order to avoid complications. Magnetic endoscope imaging (MEI) equipment, such as the 3 D magnetic Scope guide (Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan) visualize in real time the shape of the colonoscope during the procedure. MEI provides an image of the scope but provides no overall feedback. The MEI pattern of progression during the colonoscopy could differentiate between the experienced and the inexperienced performers in colonoscopy [16] . Our aim was to calculate a numerical score to quantify the endoscope's progression in order to create an automated tool to assess advancement of the colonoscope. The "Colonoscopy Progression Score" (CoPS) is a tool we have developed to assess the advancement of the endoscope by tracking it through the colon using recorded MEI sequences and calculating a single numerical score using an algorithm. In a pilot study, we have shown that the CoPS could discriminate between novices and experts in a simulated environment and could be used for measuring competency [17] . However, there are obvious differences between a standardized simulator setup and a clinical setting, where procedures are performed on patients. This study is the first clinical descriptive report of a novel colonoscopy assessment tool and the aim of this study was to assess evidence of validity of the CoPS for use within the clinical setting.
Materials and methods
!
In an earlier study, we presented the design of the CoPS tool [17] . The CoPS tool is based on MEI technology. MEI has made it possible to visualize the shape of the colonoscope inside the patient during a procedure. Small coils inside the colonoscope generate magnetic impulses, a receiver unit registers the signal from the colonoscope, and a designated computer generates an image of the estimated shape of the colonoscope on a monitor. We recorded the MEI image and processed the recordings in order to localize the tip of the colonoscope. The recordings were processed using MatLab (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Mass., United States). By placing the tip position of the scope into a virtual grid consisting of multiple squares, it was possible to follow the progression of the scope throughout the procedure (• " Fig. 1 ). The CoPS reflects the passage of the colonoscope through the grid as a function of time. The score increases if the tip moves forward from one square to the next and decreases if the tip of the colonoscope move backwards to a square already visited. A smooth progression through the colon and the intubation of the cecum would result in high CoPS, whereas a slow progression would result in lower CoPS. Progress in colonoscopy sometimes involves pulling back in order to change the configuration of the colon. However, this technique will only result in a limited, unavoidable decrease in the score. Trainees do not complete all colonoscopies; sometimes a more experienced supervisor takes over in order to complete the procedure. In case the trainee did not complete the procedure, the CoPS was adjusted accordingly to the end point. We used the following landmarks as end points: cecum (4), hepatic flexure (3), splenic flexure (2), recto-sigmoid (1). We chose these landmarks as they are easy to recognize from the endoscopic image. Only by reaching the cecum could the full CoPS be achieved. Otherwise, the score would be penalized as the obtained CoPS rose to the power of the end point number divided by four. We used the form: CoPS^(x/4), x being one of the four end points. This exponential decrease in scores penalized incomplete procedures heavily (using a linear penalty algorithm would result in too high a score for smooth, incomplete procedures).
Setting and participants
The study was conducted at the endoscopy departments of the Copenhagen University hospitals of Herlev, Hvidovre, and Rigshospitalet from 30 November 2013 until 30 June 2014. At each endoscopy department, a standardized study set-up was installed. The video recorder (UnicDoc, Simonsen & Weel, Denmark) was connected to the MEI and a laptop computer was used to store the recordings. A database (UnicBase, Simonsen & Weel, Denmark) was used to link the recordings to the endoscopists. All endoscopists working in the three units, performing elective diagnostic colonoscopies were included. Participants were asked to fill out a brief questionnaire including demographics and colonoscopy experience (• " Table 1) . A letter of acceptance of participation was handed out and returned before the study start. In order to reduce patient variability, only diagnostic procedures on adult patients with no history of colon resection were included in the study. The patients received sedation but procedures under general anesthesia were excluded. Data on level of sedation were not collected. The study was reported to the Danish ethical committee (H-1-2013-FSP-58). According to Danish law, the study did not require the consent of the patients in whom the colonoscopy was being performed. The participating endoscopists were informed and gave their full written consent before the study.
Data collection
We used the MEI Olympus Scope guide (Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan) and recorded the route of the colonoscope from the anus to the cecum. Visualization of the ileo-cecal valve and the appendix orifice ensured intubation of the cecum. The operator or supervisor located the landmarks -members of the research group were not involved in determining the end point of the scope. If the trainee had difficulties and a more experienced endoscopist took over before reaching the cecum, the recording was stopped and the end point noted.
Recordings were logged with a number, which corresponded to a different list containing ID and experience. The quality of the recordings was checked before they were processed in the CoPS computer algorithm. The ID of the participants was blinded to the researcher handling the recordings. Incomplete recordings and recordings containing noise as a consequence of lost or ambiguous MEI signal, and recordings with lost signal due to position change were excluded.
Exploring validity evidence
We used the contemporary framework of validity by Messick [18] exploring five different sources of validity evidence and further described by Downing [19] . (1) Content relates to the relationship between test content and the construct of interest (i. e. inserting the colonoscope). (2) Response process concerns the quality of the gathered assessment data. (3) Internal structure is about the reliability of the test, and (4) relation to other variable is explored by correlating the new assessment to existing forms of assessing skills. Finally, (5) consequences of testing are explored by looking at the intended and unintended consequences of the test. Content was explored in the pilot study [17] and the identical set-up and computerized data collection ensured a uniform response process.
Data analysis
For internal structure, we used generalizability theory as described by Brennan [20] . Estimation for variance components was conducted using Henderson's Method 1 procedure (sometimes also known as the "analogous-ANOVA procedure"). By estimating components of variance, a G-coefficient was defined and this was used to explore test reliability and internal structure of the tool. A random-effects model in Stata IC (StataCorp, College Station, Texas, United States) was used for finding the confidence interval for the G-coefficient. A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated to explore relationships with other variables. We analyzed the correlation between the numbers of procedures performed by the endoscopist and the CoPS of each procedure. Consequences of testing were explored by setting a pass/fail standard using the contrasting groups method [21] . This method allows decision makers to move the established cut-score depending on their objective (e. g. minimizing false negatives or minimizing false positives). We chose to use the actual contrasting groups' pass/fail standard to explore the consequences. The consequences of the pass/fail standard were reported as frequencies. For the purpose of standard setting, the participants were divided into two subgroups in order to use the contrasting groups method: A novice group (experience: 0 -50 colonoscopy procedures) and an experienced group (experience: > 500 colonoscopy procedures). Grouping was based upon the literature [22, 23] . We used a statistical software package (SPSS Inc. version 20.0, Chicago, Illinois, United States) to perform the statistical analysis.
Results
!
A total of 31 endoscopists participated in the study, performing a total of 206 colonoscopies, of which 137 (66.5 %) procedures were without technical problems. We recorded between 2 and 12 recordings per participant. The endoscopists differed in prior experience from new trainees to very experienced endoscopists (range 0 -10 000). For details, see • " Table 1 . We explored internal structure by analyzing test reliability and found a Generalizability (G) coefficient of 0.80. By conducting a D-study, we found that each assessment should contain four CoPS measures to achieve a Generalizability coefficient above 0.80 (• " Fig. 2) ; the 95 % confidence interval for the G coefficient: was 0.736 to 0.910. We demonstrated a positive correlation between the level of endoscopic experience and CoPS with a Pearson's correlation of 0.61 (P < 0.001) (• " Fig. 3 ). Furthermore, we analyzed the difference in CoPS between the novice and experienced groups. Novices achieved a mean CoPS of 31.4 (SD 49.0) whereas the experienced group achieved a mean CoPS of 197.6 (SD 125.4) (P < 0.001). A pass/fail level was established at 107 points using the contrasting groups method (• " Fig. 4 ). The consequence of the pass/fail standard was that none of the novices passed the test and three out of 14 of the experienced group failed the test; 16 of our participants (including the three experienced endoscopists who failed) performed only two or three procedures.
Discussion
!
To assess technical skills in colonoscopy, we developed the CoPS system that calculates a numerical score, based on the position of the tip of the colonoscope during insertion. We tested the CoPS in a clinical setting in order to determine objective measures of colonoscopy skills and demonstrated a good correlation between CoPS and experience, which indicates that the score can be used for training. However, further studies with sufficient power are needed before CoPS can be warranted for certification and re-certification. We used a contemporary framework for testing for validity evidence, response process, internal structure, relationship to other variables, and consequences of testing [18] . The objective automatic tool and the video-based approach allowed assessment to be blinded and eliminated the potential bias caused by the relationship between the rater and ratee (i. e. subjectivity, false impression, rank). We found CoPS reliable with a Generalizability coefficient (G-coefficient) of 0.80, and a Decision-study revealed that four recordings were sufficient to ensure a G-coefficient above 0.80 [24] . This makes CoPS a feasible tool to use for assessment of colonoscopy skills.
Existing validated colonoscopy tools such as the American "Mayo Clinic Colonoscopy Assessment Tool" (MSCAT) [25] and the British "Direct Observation of Procedural Skills score" (DOPS) [8] represent global assessment tools assessing motor skills of colonoscopy, as one of several domains. In a validity study of DOPS, a Generalizability coefficient of 0.81 was reported in a set-up with a sample of two patients and two assessors [8] , which implies that four assessments are necessary in order to achieve sufficient reliability. In a study gathering validity evidence of MSCAT, individual motor skills scores with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.59 to 0.83 were reported and the average of these motor scores demonstrated a correlation coefficient of 0.88 [25] . Reliability of both DOPS and MSCAT is equivalent to our findings using CoPS. However, methods relying on rater assessment have disadvantages compared to CoPS, as they are resource intensive and unsuitable for prolonged or repeated performance measurements. We wanted to explore the relationship to other variables by comparing the CoPS to the external variable: Degree of experience. By using a Pearson's r, we found a correlation of 0.61. Educational correlations in the range of 0.50 -0.60 are generally considered to suggest a meaningful correlation with regard to practical value and scores above 0.60 are considered to be substantially correlated [26] . We used the contrasting groups method to set a standard for a pass/fail score and we tested for the consequences of this score. The CoPS tool could identify inexperienced endoscopists as none of the endoscopists in the novice group achieved a mean CoPS above the established pass/fail standard of 107 points. However, three of the experienced endoscopists failed the test. It is noteworthy that the mean scores of all three experienced endoscopists who failed were based on very few observations: two, two, and three colonoscopies, respectively. Even experienced endoscopists can obtain a low CoPS when performing a procedure on a particularly difficult patient. It is important to acknowledge that CoPS was tested in an unselected patient population. We do acknowledge that some colonoscopy cases are very difficult when it comes to insertion [27] ; however, in this study, we tested in an unselected patient population and demonstrated a test reliability (G) coefficient > 0.80 measuring four procedures (• " Fig. 2 ). We do believe that having four assessments in a test will diminish the impact of difficult cases. In future studies, we would ensure that all participants undertook four procedures in order to use the tool for pass/fail decisions. This is consistent with earlier findings on assessment of endoscopic procedures [28] . 
Study strength and limitations
The strength of our study was the uniform set-up in three major university endoscopy departments ensuring inclusion of participants with a broad range of experience (0 -10 000, see• " Fig. 3) . A limitation of the set-up was the challenge to make a technically perfect recording of the MEI signal. We recorded the MEI signal from the monitor but as endoscopists often change the position of the patient or the MEI during the procedure, the MEI signal was not visible at all times on some recordings. Technical problems with lost signal or noise caused exclusion of a large number of recordings (33.2 %) as it was not possible for the computer to score the CoPS. We have no reason to believe that the excluded procedures differed in any important ways from the included procedures. In the future, we hope to be able to obtain the 3D-coordinates of the colonoscope directly from the MEI, which would solve the problems related to the video-image grabbing software. The experience of the participants was self-reported as no database contained these data. This is a limitation of the study, especially for the intermediate and experienced group as novices with little experience are more likely to be accurate in the numbers reported. Another limitation of the study was that the number of colonoscopy procedures performed by some of the endoscopists was less than four. After conducting a D-study, we realized that sufficient reliability is only reached after a minimum of four assessments. In the future, at least four procedures should be assessed using CoPS to avoid making unjustified decisions based on CoPS. The CoPS tool assesses only the technical procedure of inserting the colonoscope, which is the hardest task to learn to master in the colonoscopy procedure, however, we do acknowledge that cognitive aspects of the procedure such as ability to interpret findings are also very important in evaluation of competency. The strength of the CoPS tool is that it does not take extra time or space in the endoscopy suite and provides an immediate objective measure of skills. As stated previously, there are other validated colonoscopy forms assessing technical skills, however, most of these tools rely on rater observations. Using raters for assessment takes time and coordination, which can be hard to manage in endoscopy units with large workloads. CoPS can be used as a continuous assessment throughout training and delivers numerical feedback. The CoPS provides feedback as a score, and it could be argued that this feedback is too simplistic to provide meaningful feedback of a complex technical maneuver. However, a recent study of feedback challenges previous assumptions suggesting that qualitative comments are superior to a score when it comes to feedback of technical skills. As a supplement to the CoPS, the tool also provides a CoPS map where more specific feedback is provided in a visual form [17] . Ego-orientated feedback in a numerical form (score) was powerful, compared to task-orientated feedback [29] . We found that four recordings were sufficient to ensure reliability, and can be performed on a single day. In an accreditation era, the perspectives of an accessible and objective tool are obvious. The increasing demand for colonoscopy, due to screening and surveillance programs for colorectal cancer, has highlighted the demand for competent colonoscopists and feasible ways to measure competency. The MEI technology is already available in many endoscopy units and to use the CoPS tool will not create an extra workload or take up the endoscopist's time. It would be interesting to explore the correlation between "Patient discomfort" and CoPS, and we intend to address this in a future study. The major innovation with regard to the CoPS is the possibility to measure performance in colonoscopy skills in an unbiased way, due to advances in image acquisition, analysis, and high-speed data processing [30] .
Conclusion
!
The need for quantifiable and reproducible measures of skill is fundamental to ensure quality training as well as maintain competency in colonoscopy. We found evidence to support the validity of data collected using a novel tool. The CoPS tool provides an opportunity to assess trainees continuously throughout training in an easy and economical way if the MEI technology is available. In the future, CoPS has the potential of being used to guide training in the endoscopy suite but further studies are required before it can be considered to be a tool to measure competence and ensure maintenance of competency.
